
Watch Your Garden Grow!

A3

High Quality Weather Resistant Camera 
Casing 
2GB USB Flash Drive included in package 
(Maximum USB Flash Drive size supported is 
8GB)
Time Lapse photos are stored as JPEG 
images in a single folder for easy playback 
and viewing as an AVI file…it plays like a 
movie…
6 time lapse setting choices of: 1 minute, 5 
minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 4 hours, 24 
hours
1 custom time lapse setting that you can 
personalize through Brinno Software included 
with your GardenWatchCam
2 Lens settings:
  - Standard View of any Gardening area
  - Macro View allows you to focus on an 
    individual flower, or small area 20 inches 
    away from the camera
Small Size and Light Weight
Single Button Operation
Uses 4 AA Batteries (included)
Mega Pixel Photos
Time and Date Stamped Photos
Windows Compatible Photo files
Flexible mounting stake for outdoor use (included)
Attaches to any standard tripod
Auto Darkness Sensor forces camera into 
sleep mode at night
NO Wires
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Features



Brinno Incorporated is dedicated to providing 
products that enhance the enjoyment  and 
safety of family life.
Brinno is focused on education, leisure, 
hobby and personal safety cameras, 
designed with quality and manufactured for
reliability. Brinno has put together a team
consisting of world class semiconductor
partners, experienced EE design engineers,
multiple OEM electronics manufacturing,
materials tooling and manufacturing
partners, allowing control ofmanufacturing
costs while ensuring the highest standards
of design and quality. Brinno products are
available online and worldwide through
better retailers everywhere.

Every year tens of millions of people love designing, planting and caring for their 
gardens.  Gardening brings many hours of relaxation and enjoyment, and instills 
a feeling of satisfaction at being able to share this beauty with others.   
However gardens only last as long as the growing season and only those who 
visit the garden can enjoy its unique splendor.  A gardener may remember to take 
a photo or two but that doesn’t capture the total experience.  

    The GardenWatchCam does just that by capturing the gardens growth from 
       the first shoots breaking the earth to the graceful surrender of the last petal 
         to cooling nights.

             Simple to operate and locate, this camera will take high quality time 
               lapse photos of your garden at predetermined times for months.   Not 
              just Gardens…anything that experiences change over time can be  
                captured.  Fall Foliage can be captured in all of its brilliance in hourly 
                intervals, ensuring you never miss that elusive “peak”.  The blossoming 
               of the Dogwood which overwhelms you with its color is caught in 
               its entirety.  Even a house being built whether it’s by you or the spider in
               the garden can be captured throughout the building process.

               We at Brinno Incorporated are very proud to introduce the 

           • The GardenWatchCam is a low cost, EASY to use, weather resistant, 
          time lapse camera.  The GardenWatchCam is EASY to mount in the 
          ground and uses a high quality lens to target your chosen gardening 
         area, or a single bloom.

      • The GardenWatchCam is designed to take photos at specific predetermined    
      time settings chosen by the individual user.  The user has the option 
    of choosing between 7 different time settings ranging from :

  1st setting:  1 minute
 2nd setting:  5 minutes
3rd setting:  30 minutes
4th setting:  1 hour
5th setting:  4 hours
6th setting:  24 hours
7th setting:  Customized setting created by the user 
                    on a PC with Brinno’ provided software.

The first 6 settings and are chosen simply by opening up the camera and turning 
the switch to the desired time, when the power is off.  The seventh custom setting is 
created by the user by inserting their USB Flash Drive into the GardenWatchCam 
which downloads our software onto the USB Flash Drive.  The user then inserts the 
USB Flash Drive into their computer and follows the directions on their screen 
allowing them to customize any specific time setting that they want to have their 
GardenWatchCam take photos at.
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